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Abstract: In the thin-film thickness wideband monitoring system based on merit function, because the 
transmittance spectrum curve measured deviates from the designed, merit function becomes divergence, which 
results in the monitoring failure. For improving merit function, beginning from the first layer, the actual optical 
constants of each thin-film layer having been deposited were calculated in real-time by Simulated Annealing 
algorithm in use of the transmittance spectrum curve measured; Then they were used to determine the new layer 
number and the thickness of the layers to be deposited based on the transmittance spectrum curve required of 
coating; Simultaneously the new transmittance spectrum curve designed was achieved and it subtracted the 
absorption curve of the layers having been deposited for obtaining the final transmittance spectrum curve 
designed, so merit function was improved in layer by layer. The experimental result showed that minimum of 
merit function of last layer changed from 0.0983 to 0.0052 after it was improved and the thickness monitoring 
error may be less than 10-2, the precision met the practical requirement. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
 
Keywords: Merit function improvement, Actual optical constants, Simulated Annealing algorithm, Absorption 
compensation in layer by layer. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The optical thin-film is closely relative to the 
thickness of each layer, in order to acquire the 
satisfying thin-film, the thickness must be monitored 
during the course of deposition. With the increase of 
complexity and precision of the thin-film, the 
conventional monitoring method hasn’t met this 
requirement. Recently the thin-film thickness 
wideband monitoring technology which is visual and 
easy to use gradually becomes mature and begins to 
be applied [1-3]. It monitors the thin film thickness in 
real-time by the way of the merit function which is 

defined as the difference between the spectrum curve 
measured and the spectrum curve designed, when the 
value of the merit function is up to minimum, the 
monitoring process of the layer which is depositing 
terminates. Because the spectrum curve designed 
doesn’t consider the effect of dispersion and 
absorption of the thin film layer or the common 
optical constants are different from the actual optical 
constants due to thin-film deposition processing 
condition, the spectrum curve measured deviates from 
the spectrum curve designed, the merit function 
becomes divergence [4-6]. Aiming at this 
disadvantage, combining thin-film design with 
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manufacture, the actual optical constants of  the layers 
having been deposited were calculated in real-time by 
Simulated Annealing algorithm during the course of 
deposition, then they were used for designing the new 
layer number and the thickness of the layers to be 
deposited. Lastly the new transmittance curves 
designed of the layers to be deposited was corrected in 
layer by layer for eliminating the error produced by 
absorption of layer. By this way, the transmittance 
curve measured of coating was closer to the 
transmittance curve required of coating designed and 
the monitoring precision was improved. 
 
 
2. Monitoring Principle Based on Merit 

Function 
 
2.1. Configuration of Thin-Film 

Thickness Wideband Monitoring 
System 

 
The configuration of thin-film thickness 

wideband monitoring system was shown as Fig. 1. A 
visible beam emitted from light source was 
modulated by a chopper, entered into vacuum 
chamber and irradiated on the monitored chip, the 
transmitted light exited from vacuum chamber, 
through the guided fiber, arrived at the entrance slit 
of the spectrometer. The divergent light passing 
through the slit was collimated by a concave mirror 
and directed onto a grating. The grating dispersed the 
spectral components of the light at slightly varying 
angles, which was then focused by a second concave 
mirror called as the imaging mirror and imaged onto 
the linear CCD. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of wideband spectrum thin-film 
thickness monitoring system construction. 

 
 

By photoelectric conversion, the output in video 
signal was transmitted into a computer after it was 
processed by A/D conversion circuit, the actual 
spectrum curve being measured was displayed. 
According to merit function, the thin film thickness 
was controlled in real-time, when the value of merit 
function was minimum, the controlling signal sent 

from the computer was delivered to the controlling 
system, which drove the baffle to close, the 
deposition course terminated and thin-film thickness 
achieved the desired target. 
 
 
2.2. Monitoring Principle Based  

on Merit Function 
 

In the range of the spectrum required, by the 
spectrum curve designed, the transmittance Ti(λ, nd) 
of the layer i could be acquired at each wavelength; 
When this layer is deposited, the actual transmittance 
Ti(λ, nidi) could be measured by thin-film thickness 
wideband monitoring system, their difference is 
integrated in the range of the spectrum required to 
acquire merit function, equation is given by 
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where Fi is the value of merit function, i is the ordinal 
number of the thin film layer, λ is monitoring 
wavelength chosen, nd is the optical thickness 
designed of the layer i, nidi is the actual optical 
thickness. Seen from Equation (1), when Fi tends to 
minimum, nidi is close to nd, the deposition process 
finishes [7, 8]. Merit function can be simplified as 
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where τi(λ) is its transmittance designed before the 
layer i is deposited, φ0(λ) and φi(λ) are respectively 
transmitted light energy before the layer i is 
deposited and when the layer i is depositing [7]. 
Because the spectrum characteristic of most coating 
generally doesn’t occur to jump in the range of 
thickness from 2 nm to 3 nm, and the requirement of 
thin-film optical characteristic is relatively high at 
some particular wavelength bands or several 
particular wavelengths, instead of another 
wavelength, Equation (2) is changed into Equation 
(3), it is expressed as  
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where fi is the value of merit function, k is the number 
of wavelength chosen, λj is some wavelength chosen, 
ωi is weight factor. So the wavelengths chosen are 
determined before controlling, and weight factor 
value, the transmitted light energy before deposition, 
all of τi(λj) are saved into computer, merit function is 
calculated for monitoring according to the 
transmitted light energy during the course  
of deposition. 
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3. Method of Improving Merit Function 
in Real Time 

 
The output of spectrometer was transferred to the 

computer, the actual transmittance was calculated. 
When merit function was up to minimum the 
deposition process terminated. However when the 
coating was designed according to the transmittance 
spectrum required the effect of dispersion and 
absorption of the thin film layer wasn’t considered, 
and the common optical constants used in the coating 
design were different from the actual optical constants 
due to thin-film deposition processing condition, so 
the spectrum curve measured deviated from the 
spectrum curve designed and merit function became 
divergence. In order that merit function could be 
applied to monitor the thin film thickness accurately, 
it should be improved. For compensating dispersion 
of the thin film layer, the actual optical constants of 
each layer having been deposited were calculated on 
the basis of the transmittance measured, then they 
were used for redesigning the layer number and the 
optical thickness of the layers which would be 
deposited, so the new transmittance spectrum curve 
designed of each layer was achieved; For eliminating 
the absorption effect, the new transmittance spectrum 
curve designed of each layer was corrected and the 
final transmittance spectrum curve acted as the 
transmittance spectrum curve designed to improve 
merit function; When the coating was deposited, after 
merit function of each layer was improved in this 
way, it was used to monitor the thin film thickness of 
each layer in real time until merit function was 
minimum. How to calculate the actual optical 
constants which are refractive index n, thickness d 
and extinction coefficient k, how to eliminate 
absorption, the details as following: 
 
 
3.1. Calculation of the Actual  

Optical Constants 
 

The actual optical constants were calculated by 
Simulated Annealing algorithm, utilizing the 
transmittance spectrum curve of the layers which had 
been deposited. This algorithm was ability to search 
in the whole range, and ensured that inversion result 
was optimization value [9, 10]. The following was 
detailed process. 

The transmittance spectrum curve measured was 
used as aim, the optical constants at each wavelength 
were assumed to be known, the spectrum curve fitted 
was calculated by the transmittance mathematical 
modal [11], when the difference of two spectral 
curves was minimum, the assumed optical constants 
were thin film parameters that were solved. In thin-
film thickness wideband monitoring system, because 
the monitoring light irradiated on the sample surface 
in vertical direction, so the transmittance was 
calculated in this case, the transmittance 

mathematical modal of monolayer film was 
expressed as 
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where n0 was air refractive index, Ng was complex 
refractive index of the substrate, R1 was the 
equivalent upper surface reflectance of the substrate, 
R2 was the equivalent lower surface reflectance of the 
substrate, As was absorption coefficient, B,C were 
obtained by matrix  
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where δ1 is the phase thickness of monolayer film and 
expressed as 
 

 /N d1 1 12δ π λ= , (6) 
 
where N1 is the complex refractive index of 
monolayer film and given by  
 

 N n ik1 1 1= + , (7) 
 
if the coating was multilayer, B and C will be 
expressed as  
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where δ1 is the phase thickness of the layer j and 
given by 
 

 /j j jN d2δ π λ= , (9) 
 
where Nj is the complex refractive index of the layer 
j and expressed as: 
 

 j j jN n ik= +  (10) 
 

By analyzing this mathematical modal, the 
transmittance T=T(n,k,d) is an implicit function of the 
optical constants of n called as refractive index, k 
called as extinction coefficient and d called as 
thickness, so the proper calculation method must be 
chosen for acquiring function solution. The specific 
solving process was as follows: three wavelength 
points were chosen at the transmittance spectrum 
curve, simultaneously their corresponding 
transmittance were obtained, equations were 
established as 
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then the key became solving nonlinear equations. 

Firstly a suitable aim function should be defined 
to determine whether the tentative solution was 
optimal, herein the least square method was used for 
deciding the nearness between the calculated and the 
measured, aim function is set as 
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where Td(λi,n,k,d) and Tm were the transmittance 
calculated and the measured respectively, m was the 
number of wavelengths chosen in the range of 
spectrum. When m was smaller, it represented that 
the calculated is closer to the measured, what need to 
be done was that minimum of aim function ∆ should 
be solved. This solving process was a relatively 
complex global optimization, Simulated Annealing 
algorithm had stronger ability to search in the global 
scope, which assured that the solution was optimal. 

In order to prove the effectiveness of calculating 
the optical constants by Simulated Annealing 
algorithm, the experiment was done. Utilizing 
ZZS700-1/G optical coater, monolayer ZnS was 
deposited on the substrate of quartz glass, the 
transmittance curve measured was shown in Fig. 2. 
Simulated Annealing algorithm was used to calculate 
the optical constants, the concrete steps were 
following: 

Step 1: Setting the initial annealing temperature 
t0=10000, annealing times f=0, the initial values were 
given, of n, k and d, values of n and k lied in the 
required range, d was determined by user; Then 
according to aim function, namely Equation (11), the 
initial aim function value T0(n0,k0,d0) was calculated. 

Step 2: New value production. New value was 
produced by the equation 
 

 1 max min( )j j rX X q X X+ = + × − , (1) 
 
where X represented anyone of parameters of n, k and 
d, Xj  was current value and Xj+1  was new value, qr 
was random number obeying uniform distribution 
from 0 to 1, Xmax,Xmin were respectively maximum 
and minimum of parameters. The range of new 
values must be from Xmin to Xmax, if the new values 
didn’t locate in this range, they must be reproduced 
until the condition was satisfied. 

Step 3: Substituting the new value into aim 
function, the functional value ∆ was achieved, then 
δ∆=∆-∆0; 

Step 4:  Determining whether the new values 
were accepted or not. If δ∆<0, the new values were 
accepted, otherwise they were accepted as probability  

 

exp( / )P tδ= − ∆ , 
 
where t was temperature [12].When accepted, the 
new values were regarded as the initial values and ∆0 
=∆; 

Step 5: When temperature was t, step 2, 3, 4 were 
circulated, the loop stopped until the circulation times 
equaled to Markov chain length or aim function value 
didn’t change for many times [13]. 

Step 6: Temperature t was decreased slowly. 
Step 7: Step 5 and 6 were circulated until 

temperature was low enough or the result satisfied 
convergence condition [14]. 

Step 8: Last values of n, k and d were optimal. 
According to the above steps, the transmittance 

curve fitted was shown as Fig. 2. The optical 
constants fitted were achieved, the thickness of d was 
142.13nm, refractive index function of n(λ) and 
extinction coefficient function of k(λ) were expressed 
as  
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The curves of these two functions are shown in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4. Then by contrast, this monolayer was 
measured by ellipsometer of M-2000UI produced by 
J. A. Woollam company in United States, all results 
were shown in Table 1, where delli was thickness 
measured by ellipsometer, dfit was thickness achieved 
by fitting, nelli600 was the refractive index measured 
by ellipsometer  at the wavelength of 600 nm, nfit600 
was refractive index by fitting  at the wavelength of 
600 nm, kelli600 was extinction coefficient measured 
by ellipsometer at the wavelength of 600 nm, kfit600 
was extinction coefficient by fitting at the wavelength 
of 600 nm. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the transmittance curve measured 

with the fitted of ZnS. 
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Fig. 3. Fitting curve of refractive index. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Fitting curve of extinction coefficient. 
 
 

Table 1. Optical constants achieved of single layer film  
of ZnS by the way of fitting calculation and measurement  

by ellipsometer respectively. 
 

delli(nm) dfit(nm) nelli600 nfit600 

141.8 142.13 2.1705 2.1803 

kelli600 kfit600 Aim function Iteration 
Number 

0.0196 0.0195 0.005231 1800 
 
 

From Fig. 2 and Table 1, it reflected that the 
optical constants of n, k, d could be obtained 
correctly at the same time by Simulated Annealing 
algorithm, so this algorithm was effective and the 
solved value accuracy was high. 

The actual optical constants were achieved, 
then the structure of the layers which would be 
deposited was redesigned. In the course of 
redesigning, the desired transmittance of the coating 
was unchangeable, the fitted actual optical constants 
were also invariable, the layer number and the optical 
thickness of the layers which would be deposited 
could be redesigned, then the new design value was 
used for depositing the next layer. As such, after each 
layer was deposited, its actual optical constants 
would be fitted in real-time to obtain the new 
transmittance spectrum curve designed, the final 
transmittance spectrum curve designed was achieved 
after absorption of each layer was compensated. 

3.2. Method of Absorption Compensation 
 

In thin-film thickness wideband monitoring 
system, besides dispersion which resulted in the 
spectrum curve measured deviation from the 
designed, with the increase of layer thickness, light 
absorption effect on transmittance became heavier 
and heavier, so this factor couldn’t be ignored. 

In terms of energy, when absorption wasn’t 
considered, T′+R′=1, where T′, R′ were respectively 
transmittance and reflectance calculated. When 
considered, T+R+A=1, where T, R were respectively 
transmittance and reflectance measured, A was 
absorption rate of layers [15, 16]. In monitoring 
practice, T was interested and difference of T′ and T 
resulted from absorption, namely 
 

 T T A′ − =  (16) 
 
after each layer was deposited, T′ was known before 
each layer deposited, T could be measured in real-
time. As such, when the first layer finished 
depositing, its absorption A1 could be acquired and 
written as 
 

 T T A
11 1

′ − =  (17) 
 

When the second layer would be deposited, its 
transmittance designed T2′could be corrected in use 
of the first layer absorption A1 to eliminate error,  
that was 
 

 
T A T

12 2− =′ ′′
, (18) 

 
where T2'' was determined as the transmittance 
designed of the second layer after correction. In turn, 
before the layer i would be deposited, the error 
should be eliminated, which resulted from absorption 
of the layers whose number was i-1, according  
to equations: 
 

 
i i iA T T1 1 1− − −= −′′

 (19) 
 
 

 
i i iT A T1−− =′ ′′

 
(20) 

 
where Ti-1'' was transmittance designed of the layer i-
1 after correction, Ti-1 was the transmittance 
measured after the layer i-1 was deposited, Ai-1 was 
absorption of the whole i-1 layers, Ti′ was the 
transmittance designed of the layer i,. Ti'' was the 
transmittance designed of the layer i after correction. 
Ti'' was acquired and acted as the transmittance 
designed of the layer i of merit function, so merit 
function was improved and applied to monitor the 
thin film deposition of the layer i, schematic diagram 
of processing was shown in Fig. 5. Because 
absorption had wavelength selectivity, in that 
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absorption rate didn’t equal at different point of 
wavelength, the correction of transmittance designed 
should be done at each point of wavelength chosen. 
 
 

A
1  

 
(a) Absorption produced by the first layer  

at the wavelength of λj 

 

A
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A
2

 
 

(b) The final transmittance spectrum curve designed of the 
second layer for monitoring and absorption produced by 

two layers at the wavelength of λj 

 

A
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(c) The final transmittance spectrum curve designed of the 
third layer for monitoring and absorption produced by three 

layers at the wavelength of λj 

 

i
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i
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(d) The final transmittance spectrum curve designed of the 
layer i for monitoring and absorption produced by the 

whole i-1 layers at the wavelength of λj 

 
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of elimination of absorption 

produced by the layers which had been deposited  
By the way of layer by layer at the wavelength of λj 

Transmittance designed 
                        Transmittance designed after correction 

Transmittance measured 

4. Experiment and Analysis 
 

Material ZnS and SiO2 were deposited alternately 
on the substrate of K9 glass, if merit function wasn’t 
corrected, its minimum of the last layer was 0.0983, 
the spectrum curve measured and the designed were 
shown in Fig. 6, the spectrum curve measured 
obviously deviated from the designed. When the 
method of improving merit function was applied from 
the first layer of the coating, the actual optical 
constants of the layer which had been deposited was 
used for redesigning the transmittance spectrum curve 
designed of the layer which would be deposited 
instead of the common optical constants and the error 
resulted from absorption was eliminated. Minimum of 
merit function of the last layer was 0.0052, the 
spectrum curve measured and the designed were 
shown as Fig. 7, the curve measured well matched 
with the designed, the spectrum curve required of the 
coating was well achieved. This experiment showed 
that monitoring error of thin-film thickness may be 
less than 10-2 and the precision met the practical 
requirement after the transmittance spectrum curve 
designed of merit function was improved in  
layer by layer. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Final comparative result of the spectrum curve 
designed and measured when merit function  

wasn’t corrected 
           the curve designed                 the curve measured 
 

 
 

Fig.7. Final comparative result of the spectrum curve 
designed and measured after merit function was corrected 

the curve designed                  the curve m    easured  
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5. Conclusions 
 

In thin-film thickness wideband monitoring 
system, merit function was improved by correcting 
the spectrum curve designed in layer by layer in real 
time. Based on the transmittance spectrum curve 
measured, actual refractive index n, extinction 
coefficient k and thickness d of each layer which had 
been deposited were fitted in real-time by Simulated 
Annealing algorithm, then they were used for 
designing the layer number and thickness of the 
layers which would be deposited according to the 
spectrum curve required of the coating, as well as the 
transmittance spectrum curve designed of each layer 
to be deposited was achieved and it subtracted the 
error derived from absorption of the layers which had 
been deposited for acquiring the final transmittance 
spectrum curve designed used in merit function, so 
merit function was improved. By experiment, it 
showed that minimum of merit function of last layer 
changed from 0.0983 to 0.0052, the transmittance 
spectrum curve measured of the coating was closer to 
the transmittance spectrum curve required, 
monitoring error of thin-film thickness may be less 
than 10-2, the precision met the practical requirement.  
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